
Getting Kids Hooked on Safety When They are Young 
Moderator: Sharon Miller Cindrich, Author, e-Parenting: Keeping Up With Your Tech Savvy 
 Kids 
Panelists: 
Jori Clarke, Founder and CEO, Circle 1 Network 
Nathan Sawatzky, Director of Community Support, Disney Online Studios 
Sara DeWitt, Senior Director, PBS Kids Interactive 
Catherine Davis Teitelbaum, Director of Child Safety, Communities & Content Policies, Yahoo! 
 
The panelists, each representing a different website for younger children, described the safety 
tools available on their sites and how they encourage digital citizenship.  They agreed that if a 
site is too restrictive, children will find a way around the restrictions and that it is important that 
children have a sense of ownership of the site.  The panelists also claimed that parents are too 
busy to consume all of the materials available regarding online safety, but an effective way to 
encourage parents to monitor to their children’s actions online is to engage the parents in the 
site’s content so that they can have fun with their children at the same time.  
 
Cindrich asked what the panelists did to reinforce digital citizenship at their respective websites.  
Clarke described the tools available to children on Kidscom.com including site moderators and 
user-developed content.  She described the motto of the site as “Play Smart, Stay Safe, Have 
Fun,” and suggested that if you put too many restrictions on children, they are only going to find 
a way to get around them.  DeWitt stated that there were bridge pages on the PBS site letting 
children know that they are leaving the site, that there were few outside links on the site and that 
children could only use their first name on the site.  Moreover, older kids had the ability to get a 
web license if they successfully answer questions about web safety and etiquette and a real 
person reviewed all content before it was posted on the site.   
 
Teitelbaum said that Yahoo!’s philosophy was to create content that attracts children so they are 
not tempted to go to outside sites.  Moreover, she shared that Yahoo! used human review, few 
outside links, and buffer pages. Finally, Sawatzky shared that on the Club Penguin site children 
own the site.  They can become a Secret Agent penguin if they demonstrate that they are a “good 
penguin” and they can even become Tour Guides to welcome new penguins on the site.  The site 
also has a white list that bans certain words from being on the site.  If a child types any of these 
words, the message will not be shared with others on the site to reinforce the idea that bad 
behavior will not be rewarded with a reaction.   
 
Cindrich inquired into what kind of resources the websites had for parents.  Clarke stated that 
Kids.com discovered that it originally put out too much information for parents who were too 
busy to sift through it.  Instead, the site encourages parents to participate, and also includes 
activities to encourage children to leave the computer.   Sawatzky has seen an increase in traffic 
on its parental tools pages which allow parents to set a timer, see if their children have been 
banned, and allows parents to change the chat method that the children uses.  DeWitt explained 
that PBS has a parents’ guide, sends text messages to parents’ phones so that they can be 
engaged with the content on the site, and includes activities that kids can do off the computer.  
Teitelbaum said that Yahoo! disburses information for parents when they sign up for an account 
including banner ads and videos, as well as tips for parents that can be viewed quickly. 



 
Cindrich asked the panelists to share any mistakes that the panelists’ websites had made and how 
they had evolved in reaction to these mistakes.  Sawatzky explained that Club Penguin 
discovered that if children were able to explore and express themselves and have ownership of 
the site, they were more likely to support and protect it than if the site dictated how they were to 
behave.  DeWitt shared that PBS found that children were easily able to adapt around safeguards 
if they were too restrictive and that the site had to be more open about users’ creativity.   
Teitelbaum described how Yahoo! found it was better able to reach mothers if they integrated 
tips about Internet safety into content that had a lighter focus.  Clarke explained that children had 
no problem getting around age restrictions capping the age on the site and that older kids can 
actually be effective mentors on the site.   
 
When asked what the web sites said to remind users to be digital citizens, Teitelbaum shared that 
Yahoo tried to show children that the online world and physical world were not separate places 
and it was not okay to be an online bully.  Sawatzy said Club Penguin encouraged integrity, 
Clarke shared that Kidscom.com said it is ok to get attention for the right reasons, and DeWitt 
said PBS emphasized what is ok to share.  The panelists also agreed that children begin to try to 
find independence online and explore when they begin to read, and that children do not just visit 
one website, but like to sample different sites.  Moreover, Teitelbaum suggested that brand 
websites like those that allow children to design houses, cars, or fashion are attractive to children 
although these websites do not particularly target children.   


